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VISION

In re-imagining modern education, our vision is to create a safe inspiring
space, cultivate happy lifelong learners, build character and nurture
humble leaders with the values of service while delivering academic
excellence and fostering a global perspective.’
 

MISSION
To create a safe learning space where we develop not just exceptional
students, but happy children. 
To provide students with a challenging educational environment within an
international community, focusing on a global curriculum, integrated with
technology, and a plethora of extracurricular activities to meet students’
individual needs.  With an objective to ensure a conducive environment, we
have dedicated a sprawling campus spread over an area of 10 acres
comprising state of art infrastructure and world class facilities. 
To adopt and promote the UN Sustainable Development Goal 4- Quality
Education  
To pursue quality as an attitude and strive to develop students with
rational thinking based on a strong foundation of ethics and moral values,
build on the proven success of Indian education, while assimilating
developments of the modern scientific world in our curriculum. 



Our Mentor

Dr. Priyanka Mehta
Director Principal



Theme   
Joy And Happiness

These are extremely testing

times for all of us. But as it is

said- Tough times last, but

tough people last longer…

We shall all fight this together

and emerge victorious.

We are therefore, inclined to

bring the school inside the

comfort of your homes. These

new ways will certainly open

up new opportunities for the

students and for us. 

Happy Learning to all !!

Rashmi Kapoor

Sr. Headmistress

 

Learning is an ongoing

Process...
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Public speaking, also called as
oratory or oration, means the
act of speaking face to face to

a live audience.Today the
students of Grade 1 had

showcased their flawless
Public speaking skills that

took place during online class.
Each student came up with
one or the other wonderful

oratory skills.
Over all it was a treat to watch

all our young orators.   
 

#publicspeaking
#oratoryskills #Liveaudience
#confidence#best#School 
#bestSchoolinNoidaExtension
#BestinAcademics
#lifeishappeningatsarvottam                               

Public Speaking Activity

"If you can speak,
you can influence.

If you can
influence, you can

change lives."

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



After several days of quiet hallways and
empty classrooms, it was a pleasure to
welcome our elementary students back
to the building. The thorough
preparation and planning that goes
into making the return to school safe
and welcoming is a testament to the
care and commitment of all of our staff. 
Our goal was to normalize the school
coming and to establish positive
relationships amongst students and
staff, all of which are essential for a
'Happy Learning Experience'. It was
definitely a success, despite the masks,
cohorts, hand washing, directional flow
in the hallways and physical
distancing. It was truly wonderful to
see the bright eyes peeking over the
masks as the students arrived ready for
the new start. Thanks to all the parents
who helped prepare the children to
attend offline school after a significant
gap.

Happy Learning Experience Of
Kindergarden

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

The earth reveals its
innocence through

the smiles of children.



“National Energy
Conservation Day”

 
 

Lets nurture the nature so that
we can have a better future.
To promote National Energy

Conservation Day, students of
kindergarten were

engaged in poster making activity
on 15th of December 2021.
Through posters, children

depicted various good habits to
save electricity and save earth.

Students were also given
information about different

strategies and multiple forms
through video and PPT that can
be taken up to save energy. The

main objective of the activity was
to motivate students to save

energy more efficiently.
 

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

"Nature provides a
free lunch, but

only if we control
our appetites."



“Society is like a large
piece of frozen water;
and skating well is the

great art of social life.”
 

- Letitia Elizabeth
Landon.

 
It is a proud moment for us

to share that Pratysha
Mishra of class 4 won Gold

medal in 59th national
roller skating

championship. Sarvottam
International School

expresses heartiest
congratulations on her

success and shall continue
to encourage her budding

sportsmanship in every way.
 

Winners of Interschool Competition

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



Winners of Interschool Competition

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

In the inter
school

competition“Jazb
a - e -

Hindustaan”
organised by BGS

Vijnathan
School,

Heyansh Mishra
of Sarvottam

International
school Greater

Noida bagged 2nd
position.

Congratulations
Heyansh!!!

 



When everyone else says you
can't, determination
says,YES YOU CAN’

At Sarvottam International
School, a special assembly
was held on 3 rd December

on International Day of
Persons with Disabilities to

apprise our kindergarteners
on to become more
compassionate and

understanding of the
challenges faced by

people with disabilities. For
this we planned Blindfold
games which helped our

students to explore the sense
of sight. children understand

the fact that their sense of
sight is important and what

it's like without seeing.

International
Day of Persons

with Disabilities

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

"The Only

Disability in life

is a bad

attitute."
 



“Creativity meets
Madness”

Ad Mad Show provides a
platform to our young

creative artists to
showcase their talent

and creativity by
designing and

performing jingles, logo
etc.

The students came up
with unique ideas of
marketing a product

through
a humorous

advertisements.
 

AD-Mad Show

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



CHRISTMAS- RED

WEEK

CELEBRATION

Christmas is the day that holds all time
together. Christmas brings cheer and love

giving and sharing.
Giving is the greatest act of grace if you

have the power to make someone happy do
it the world needs more of that.

Enlightening such thought Sarvottam
International School organized Christmas

week activities- Christmas Craft and a
Philanthropic activity.

In the Christmas craft students made
beautiful paper Christmas wreath for

Christmas party.
And in Philanthropic activity students

collected some money in their piggy bank,
bought some stationery out of it and

donated it to the needy people to bring
smile on their faces.

 
Children enjoyed alot these fun filled
activities and had a wonderful time.



CHRISTMAS WEEK
GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT



“It is well to give when asked, but
it is better to give unasked,
through understanding; and to
the
open-handed the search for one
who shall receive is joy greater
than giving.”
As a part of the Christmas
celebrations children enjoyed the
Joy of Giving in which children
collected some money in their
piggy bank and bought a
stationery item with it for the
needy.
Children shared their experience
with the teacher, how they felt
when they gifted things to others.                        

GLIMPSE OF THE EVENT

JOY OF GIVING
PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITY



Carol Singing Competition
Music is the best method of relaxation. It
cheers the spirit and lightens the heart. In
fact through singing children learn to
express their feelings and ideas. To
recognize and celebrate the spirit of
Christmas Celebration Carol singing
Competition was conducted on 23
December 2021.All the students
participated enthusiastically. They
expressed themselves musically with a
great show put forward by each one of
them.
They were all dressed up in beautiful attire
with all the mesmerizing shades of
Christmas.



Snowman Puppet

Christmas Craft

CHRISTMAS IS ALL ABOUT EXPERIENCING THE JOY OF
HAPPINESS,  FUN AND EXCITEMENT.  

AS THE FESTIVAL IS AROUND THE CORNER,  A WEEK LONG
CELEBRATION WAS PLANNED FOR OUR

KINDERGARTENERS.  WEEK STARTED WITH MAKING A
SNOWMAN PUPPET DURING THE ONLINE CLASS EVERYONE
PARTICIPATED AND SHOWCASED A FANTASTIC EYE HAND

COORDINATION PUSHING THEIR MOTOR SKILLS ONE LEVEL
UP.                             



NEW YEAR   RESOLUTIONS

“New beginnings are in order and you are bound

to feel some level of excitement as new chances

come your way”

To Welcome New year 2022 an activity was

organized for students of Sarvottam

International on 28th December where

kindergarten students wrote new year

resolutions on different caps and created their

own New year Resolution Wall. The students of

Nursery drew their resolutions in a creative way.

Children thoroughly enjoyed this activity that

ticked their creative side.



Teacher's Corner

The Indian government has imposed one of the longest
school closures globally as it suffered through multiple
waves of the COVID-19 pandemic. These school closures
have revealed the inequities between urban and rural
populations, in adapting to online learning tools.

Since most primary school students have not gone to school
in more than a year, schools have been trying to replace in
person classes with online learning. Teachers and schools
have been trying various ways to reach out to their students,
using different software WhatsApp groups and Zoom.
The reception of these online lessons has been mixed. While
many students in urban areas were able to access online
lessons, many preferred lessons “in a classroom” where
they would not “have to do everything on WhatsApp –
submitting assignments, talking to friends, asking doubts”.
Yet, many students, especially in the rural areas have not
received much or any online learning material due to poor
connectivity and lack of access to digital devices. According
to a survey, 42 per cent of students aged 6 to 13 years
shared that they did not use any type of remote learning
during school closures. 

The rising disparities between privileged children who have
been able to continue with their education online and the
less privileged one who have struggled to access online
learning over the course of the extended school closures,
will have effects in the long run in terms of social mobility
and human capital formation.

Ms. Tarunika

Rising Inequity in Education during the
COVID-19 Pandemic in India




